
THE TROUBLE WITH MIDNIGHT  

Everyone wants the same thing... Everyone is deceiving each other   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the clock turns to midnight, wealthy real estate developer and aging beauty, KATHERINE DAGGET, sleeps 

in a messy, upscale hotel room.   

Next to her, stranger GORDON ARNOLD, young and handsome rolls a joint and discovers a pile of cash in her 

purse.  He takes the money, slips away, leaves her alone.  

Also, at midnight, JOHN, Katherine’s young lover, sneaks 

into her closet to steal money but is fiercely bashed over the head 

with a ballpein hammer by an unknown assailant.  The unknown 

assailant takes the money just found. Next day police confront 

Katherine about John's murder and remind her that she threatened 

to kill John with a ballpein hammer at Victor’s bar, her hang out.  

While Gordon could give Katherine an alibi for John’s murder, 

Katherine confesses that she does not know his name since 

they met as strangers. The police demand an explanation…

FLASHBACK: Katherine and John are feted as San Diego’s premier power 

couple at a lavish luncheon.  

Afterwards Katherine goes out to the spectacular San Diego beachfront 

property that once belonged to her father but lost in a financial debacle.   

This property means everything to Katherine, it was her childhood sanctuary.  

Now, the rare and spectacular land is available, and Katherine will move 

heaven and earth to get it back and save it from unscrupulous developers. 

Katherine goes to John's office, where her daughter, MARIE, is a secretary. 

Marie is spoiled, immature and an unknown to Katherine, an addict.  When 



Katherine enters, she is devastated to discover John and Marie having sex.   

Knowing that John will lose his income from Katherine and by default money to 

her, Marie angrily bemoans the loss of Katherine’s money.   

Upset, Marie makes an excuse to John that she needs to see her alcoholic 

father.  Instead she goes to see Gordon; her stoner drug dealer/lover, the man 

she cheats on John with.  

Gordon demands Marie solve their financial dilemma by apologizing to 

Katherine. Marie apologizes; Katherine, unsure about her sincerity, rejects her.  

Now that Katherine has cut off John’s funds, it exacerbates their relationship.  And by default, it exacerbates Marie’s and Gordon’s 

relationship and their need for drugs and money.   

After two drug infused days with Gordon, Marie staggers into John's office, pressures him again to squeeze Katherine for money.  

Manipulative Marie seduces John as a reward. 

John surprises Katherine at Victor’s. His contrition sways her until she sees Marie's lipstick he just got on his shirt.  She explodes, 

swears she will bash his head in with a ballpein hammer. 

Katherine’s bid for the property is good but she needs to raise more cash.  

Gordon offers a plan to get Katherine’s money... he points out that John has 

just been a middle man to get money from Katherine and ultimately to Marie 

for their drugs.  They don’t need John, but they can use him.  

Due to market instability, Katherine cannot secure additional funding for the 

property.  

Katherine teeters on bankruptcy and so the devastating loss of the 

oceanfront property she covets.  Katherine plans to leave town to meet 

investors.  She takes the cash she normally keeps in her condo closet and stops by Victor's for a drink before leaving.   

Temporarily clean cut and sober, Gordon flirts with the very receptive Katherine at Victor’s. They go to the hotel, have sex, she falls 

asleep, he steals her money, leaves.  

Meanwhile, John has been set up by Gordon and Marie.  

John rummages through Katherine's closet, finds very little money.  Marie kills John with the ballpein hammer, takes the money but 

it’s a pittance.  Gordon got the big money from Katherine's purse at the hotel.  

Gordon skips town, stops in a dive bar.  Concerned that he’s not coming back, Marie calls Gordon.  

Gordon reveals that he has the big money, and he’s not returning with it. Why should he? They’re all thieves. 

At the dive bar, a TRAMP flirts and toys Gordon,  She spots Katherine’s money in his backpack. When 

Gordon goes to the men’s room, she grabs the money, splits.  Gordon staggers outside, left empty-

handed.  

Confused and very drunk, Gordon stumbles into the road and is killed by the streaming night traffic. 

Back at Katherine’s condo, the police find a lighter in Katherine’s purse engraved “Gordon Arnold”. 

They ask if she knows who that is…  

Dazed and confused , Katherine drifts to loving memories of her father, CLINT DAGGET, and late brother 

playing at the San Diego beachfront property when she was a child.   

The cops again ask about the lighter… 

 


